A listener's own head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) are required for accurate three-dimensional sound image control. The HRTFs of other listeners often cause front-back confusion and errors in the perception of vertical angles. However, measuring the HRTFs of all listeners for all directions of a sound source is impractical because the measurement requires a special apparatus and a lot of time. The present study proposes a method for estimating the appropriate HRTFs for an individual listener. The proposed method estimates the frequencies of the two lowest spectral notches (N1 and N2), which play an important role in vertical localization, in the HRTF of an individual listener by anthropometry of the listener's pinnae. The best-matching HRTFs, of which N1 and N2 are the closest to the estimates, are then selected from an HRTF database. In order to examine the validity of the proposed method, localization tests in the upper median plane were performed using four subjects. The results revealed that the best-matching HRTFs provided approximately the same performance as the listener's own HRTFs for the target directions of the front and rear for all four subjects. For the upper target directions, however, the performance of the localization for some of the subjects decreased.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate sound image control can be accomplished by reproducing a listener's own head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) at the entrances of the ear canals (Morimoto and Ando, 1980) . Measurements of the HRTFs for an arbitrary listener for an arbitrary direction are, however, impractical because the measurements require a special apparatus and a great deal of time.
In 1999, at an ASA meeting, Sottek and Genuit (1999) talked about Blauert's vision for the personalization of an HRTF, whereby a person who enters a multimedia shop is scanned by a camera, and a few moments later his/her individual HRTF set is ready for use in advanced 3D applications. However, this scenario has not yet been realized.
A number of studies have been conducted in an attempt to establish methods for obtaining personalized HRTFs that do not require acoustical measurements. One such method uses principal component analysis (PCA), which resolves an HRTF into its principal components (Kistler and Wightman, 1992; Middlebrooks and Green, 1992) . The coefficients of each principal component are then estimated based on the anthropometry of the listener's pinnae (Hu et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2008; Hugeng and Gunawan, 2010; Zhang et al., 2011) . However, the results of sound localization tests were not reported in these studies.
Numerical calculation of HRTFs has been studied intensively. The boundary element method (BEM) has been used to calculate HRTFs in a number of studies (Katz, 2001 ; Kahana and Nelson, 2006; Kreuzer et al., 2009) . The results of numerical calculations by the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, which is much faster than the BEM, revealed that the fundamental spectral feature of the HRTF of an individual listener can be calculated from the baffled pinna (Takemoto et al., 2012) . At the present, however, neither the BEM nor the FDTD method is available for ordinary listeners because special equipment, e.g., a functional magnetic resonance imaging system, is required to digitize the complicated shape of the pinnae of an individual listener.
A number of methods have been considered in which a listener chooses the appropriate HRTFs by performing a listening test. Middlebrooks (1999a,b) reported that intersubject differences in directional transfer functions (DTFs), which are the directional components of HRTFs, could be reduced by appropriately scaling the frequency of one set of DTFs. Middlebrooks et al. (2000) then showed that optimally frequency-scaled DTF halved the difference in quadrant error between other-ear and own-ear conditions. The quadrant error was defined as errors larger than 90 in the vertical and/or front-back dimension. However, one to three 20-min blocks of listening tests were required to find a listener's preferred scale factor. Iwaya (2006) claimed that tournament-style listening tests required approximately 15 min to select the most appropriate HRTF set from among 32 sets of HRTFs. The time required to choose the appropriate HRTFs becomes a more serious problem as the size of the database increases. Zotkin et al. (2003) proposed a method that measures the anthropometric data of a listener's pinna and selects the a) Portions of this work were presented in "Estimation of spectral notch frequencies of the individual head-related transfer function from anthropometry of listener's pinna," Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics 19, 050174 (2013) . b) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
kazuhiro.iida@it-chiba.ac.jp HRTF of the most similar pinna from a database. They carried out localization tests in the frontal hemisphere using the selected HRTFs and those of a KEMAR dummy head. The results revealed that the improvement in the localization accuracy by the proposed method averaged over eight subjects was only approximately 1.9
. Their method appears not to be effective because the contributions of all anthropometric data to the HRTF are considered to be equal. Considering the contribution of each anthropometric datum to the localization cues in HRTFs would enable selection of the HRTFs, which provide high localization performance, from the database.
The present study proposes a method that does not require any acoustical measurements or listening tests in order to determine an individual's appropriate HRTFs. The method estimates the listener's spectral cues for vertical localization from the anthropometry of the listener's pinnae. These estimates are then used to select from a database the HRTFs for which the spectral cues are the closest match. The validity of this method was evaluated based on both physical and perceptual aspects.
II. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE IN SPECTRAL CUES

A. Spectral cues to be estimated
The spectral peaks and notches in the frequency range above 5 kHz prominently contribute to the perception of the vertical angle of a sound source (Hebrank and Wright, 1974; Butler and Belendiuk, 1977; Mehrgardt and Mellert, 1977; Musicant and Butler, 1984) . Kulkarni and Colburn (1998) carried out localization tests in the horizontal plane (azimuth of 0 , 645 , 180 ) using four subjects. The magnitude spectra of the subjects' own HRTFs were systematically smoothed in seven levels. The results indicate that the fine spectral structure is relatively unimportant for sound localization, as compared to the outline of the peaks and notches. They also reported that the elevation of a sound image shifted upward under the extreme smoothing condition. Iida et al. (2007) extracted the spectral peaks and notches from a listener's measured HRTFs, regarding the peak around 4 kHz, which is independent of the vertical angle of the sound source (Shaw and Teranishi, 1968) , as the lower-frequency limit. The peaks and notches were then labeled in order of frequency. They carried out sound localization tests in the upper median plane using three subjects and demonstrated that the simplified HRTFs, which are composed of either only the first spectral peak around 4 kHz (P1) and the two lowest spectral notches (N1 and N2) above the P1 frequency or only N1 and N2, provided approximately the same localization performance as the measured HRTFs for the front and rear directions. For the upper directions, the simplified HRTFs provided approximately the same localization performance as the measured HRTFs for some subjects, but not for others.
Furthermore, they showed that the frequencies of N1 and N2 are highly dependent on the vertical angle, whereas the frequency of P1 is approximately constant and is thus independent of the vertical angle. Figure 1 shows the amplitude of the HRTFs of a subject in the median plane measured in 10 steps. The lines of N1 and N2 are fitted by fourthorder polynomial approximation, and P1 is fitted by linear approximation. A method by which to obtain the N1, N2, and P1 frequencies is described in Sec. II B 2.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that N1 and N2 play an important role in the localization of, at least, the front and rear directions and that the hearing system of a human being could use P1 as reference information in order to analyze N1 and N2 in ear-input signals.
In the extreme smoothing condition of Kulkarni and Colburn (1998) mentioned above, in which the elevation of a sound image shifted upward, N1 and P1 of the subjects' own HRTFs were preserved but N2 vanished. This result also implies the importance of N2.
B. Distribution range of the frequencies of N1, N2, and P1
As described above, the information to be reproduced could be focused on N1, N2, and P1. However, there are large individual differences in the N1, N2, and P1 frequencies. Therefore, the HRTFs of other listeners often cause front-back confusion, errors in vertical perception, and inside-of-head localization. Individual differences in the N1, N2, and P1 frequencies for the front direction were measured.
Measurements of HRTFs
The HRTFs of the seven directions in the upper median plane in 30 steps for 28 Japanese male adult subjects were measured in an anechoic chamber. The test signal was a swept sine wave (2 18 samples), the sampling, start, and stop frequencies of which are 48 kHz, 2 Hz, and 23 998 Hz, respectively. The test signal was presented by one of the loudspeakers of 80 mm in diameter (FOSTEX FE83E) located in the upper median plane in 30 steps (seven directions). The distance from the loudspeakers to the center of the subject's head was 1.2 m. No frequency equalization was performed. Ear microphones (Iida et al., 2007) were used to pick up the test signals at the entrances of the ear canals of the subject.
The ear microphones were fabricated using the subject's ear molds. The ear mold was constructed by the following procedure: (1) an inverse mold was formed by occluding the pinna with silicon, (2) the inverse mold was encased in plaster, and (3) the silicon mold was removed. A miniature electret condenser microphone element of 5 mm in diameter (Panasonic WM64AT102) was embedded in the silicon resin at the entrance of the ear canal of the ear mold. The microphone and silicon resin were then removed from the ear mold in order to be used as an ear microphone [ Fig. 2(a) ].
In the HRTF measurements, the ear microphones were placed into the ear canals of the subjects [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The diaphragms of the microphones were located at the entrances of the ear canals. This condition is referred to as the blockedentrances condition (Shaw and Teranishi, 1968) . The HRTF was obtained as HRTF l;r ðxÞ ¼ G l;r ðxÞ=FðxÞ;
where F(x) is the Fourier transform of the impulse response, f(t), measured at the point corresponding to the center of the subject's head in the free field without a subject, and G l,r (x) is that measured at the entrance of the ear canal of the subject with the ear microphones.
Extraction of N1, N2, and P1
Then, N1, N2, and P1 for the front direction (vertical angle: 0 ) of 56 ears of 28 subjects were extracted. Since N1, N2, and P1 are generated by the pinnae (Shaw and Teranishi, 1968; Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 1996; Takemoto et al., 2012) , they were extracted from the early part of the headrelated impulse response (HRIR) using software, of which the algorithm is as follows:
(1) Detect the sample for which the absolute amplitude of the HRIR is maximum.
(2) Clip the HRIR using a four-term, 96-point BlackmanHarris window, adjusting the temporal center of the window to the maximum sample detected in (1). (3) Prepare a 512-point array, all of the values of which are set to zero, and overwrite the clipped HRIR in the array, where the maximum sample of the clipped HRIR should be placed at the 257th point in the array. (4) Obtain the amplitude spectrum of the 512-point array by FFT. Then, find the local maxima and local minima of the amplitude using the difference method. (5) Define the lowest frequency of the local maxima above 3 kHz as P1 and the lowest two frequencies of the local minima above P1 as N1 and N2, respectively.
As a result, N1, N2, and P1 of 54 ears (two ears in 26 subjects and one ear in two subjects) were obtained. Of the 56 ears, 2 have only one notch in the spectrum of HRTFs.
The N1, N2, and P1 frequencies were distributed from 5719 to 9563 Hz (0.74 octaves), 8250 to 13 500 Hz (0.71 octaves), and 3469 to 4313 Hz (0.31 octaves), respectively. These results indicate that the individual differences in the P1 frequency are much smaller than those in the N1 and N2 frequencies, and the distributions of N1 and N2 overlap.
The just-noticeable differences (JNDs) in the P1 frequency for the front direction with regard to vertical localization are 0.35 and 0.47 octaves for higher and lower frequencies, respectively (see the Appendix). Therefore, the individual difference in the P1 frequency can be considered to have little effect on vertical localization, and as such, it is not considered hereinafter. On the other hand, the JNDs of N1 and N2 can be considered to range from 0.1 to 0.2 octaves (Iida and Ishii, 2011b) . Therefore, individual differences in N1 (0.74 octaves) and N2 (0.71 octaves) are considered to have remarkable effects on vertical localization. Takemoto et al. (2012) calculated the HRTFs from four subjects' head shapes using the FDTD method. They reported that the N1 and N2 frequencies of four subjects differ from each other, and that the basic peak-notch pattern of the HRTFs originated from the pinnae. Moreover, they showed that one or two anti-nodes and a node appear in the pinna cavities at the N1 frequency. These findings imply that individual differences in the N1 and N2 frequencies could be attributed to individual differences in the shape and size of the listener's pinnae.
III. INDIVIDUAL DIFFRENCE IN PINNA SHAPE
Thus, ten anthropometric parameters of the pinna to be analyzed (Fig. 3 ) were adopted after Algazi et al. (2001) . However, we replaced their h2 (pinna flare angle) by x 4 (width of the helix), because h2 is difficult to measure.
Nine anthropometric parameters (x 1 through x 8 and x d ) of the pinna for 54 ear molds were measured using a vernier caliper. The tilt of the pinna (x a ) was measured from a photograph of the profile of the subject.
The measured dimensions for 54 ears are listed in Multiple regression analyses were carried out using 54 ears as objective variables of the N1 and N2 frequencies of the front direction and as explanatory variables of ten anthropometric parameters of the pinnae, using the linear least squares solution, as follows:
where S, a l , b, and x i denote the subject, the regression coefficients, a constant, and the anthropometric parameters, respectively.
B. Accuracy of multiple regression
The results show that the multiple correlation coefficients between the frequencies of N1 and N2 extracted from the measured HRIRs and those estimated from ten anthropometric parameters of the pinnae were 0.84 and 0.87, respectively. However, the p-values of x 1 , x 4 , and x 7 for N1 exceeded 0.05. For N2, the p-values of x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , and x a exceeded 0.05. These parameters are considered not to be relevant to N1 and N2. Therefore, we performed multiple regression analysis for all combinations of parameters, varying the number of parameters to be used. Then, we adopted the combination of parameters for which the correlation coefficient was the highest under the conditions that all of the p-values were less than 0.05. As a result, six parameters (x 2 , x 3 , x 6 , x 8 , x d , and x a ) were adopted for N1, and three parameters (x 6 , x 8 , and x d ) were adopted for N2. This means that the width, length, and depth of the pinna cavities and the tilt of the pinna correlated to N1, and the length and depth of the cavities correlated to N2. The multiple regression coefficients, p-values, and 95% confidence intervals are listed in Table II .
The relationship between the N1 and N2 frequencies extracted from the measured HRIRs and those estimated from the listener's anthropometric parameters are shown in Fig. 4 . The statistics of the multiple regression models are shown in Table III . The multiple correlation coefficients of N1 and N2 were 0.81 and 0.82, respectively. The average absolute residual errors were 0.07 and 0.08 octaves, respectively. The probability for both N1 and N2 that the absolute residual error was within the JND was 91%. The JND is regarded to be 0.15 octaves because the JNDs can be considered to range from 0.1 to 0.2 octaves, as mentioned in Sec. II B.
Then, in order to confirm the multicollinearities among x 2 , x 3 , x 6 , x 8 , x d , and x a for N1, and among x 6 , x 8 , and x d for N2, variance inflation factors (VIF) were calculated, where VIF is defined as follows:
where R(j) 2 denotes the determination coefficient of the multiple regression analysis using the jth explanation variable as the objective variable and other explanation variables as the explanation variables. All of the VIFs, i.e., six VIFs for N1 and three VIFs for N2, were less than 10, which means that there was no multicollinearity between the explanatory variables (Chatterjee and Hadi, 2012) .
These results indicate that the proposed multiple regression model can estimate the N1 and N2 frequencies with an accuracy that is almost within the JND.
C. Accuracy of estimation of the N1 and N2 frequencies for naive subjects
In order to confirm the validity of the multiple regression model, the N1 and N2 frequencies of naive subjects, who were not involved in the multiple regression analysis, were estimated and then compared with the extracted N1 and N2 frequencies.
The subjects were three males (OIS, TCY, and MTZ) and a female (CKT), 21 to 25 yr of age, with normal hearing sensitivity. Six anthropometric parameters were measured from their actual pinnae. The measured parameters are shown in Table IV . The N1 and N2 frequencies for the front direction were then estimated using Eq. (2) and were also extracted from the HRIRs using the algorithm described in Sec. II B.
The estimated and extracted frequencies and the residual error are listed in Table V . The residual errors of N1 and N2 were less than the JND for all eight ears. Relatively large errors were observed in N1 of subject CKT's left ear (0.10 octaves), MTZ's left ear (0.09 octaves), and TCY's right ear (0.09 octaves).
V. SELECTION OF THE BEST-MATCHING HRTFS
In the present section, the authors propose a method for selecting the best-matching HRTFs from an HRTF database. The best-matching HRTF is defined as the HRTF for which the N1 and N2 frequencies are the closest to the estimated N1 and N2 frequencies. Furthermore, the validity of the proposed method is clarified by sound localization tests.
A. Method for selecting the best-matching HRTFs in the median plane
The notch frequency distance (NFD) (Iida and Ishii, 2011a ) was used as a physical measure to select the best-matching HRTF from the HRTF database. The NFD expresses the distance between HRTF j of subject j and HRTF k of subject k in the octave scale, as defined by the following equations (L1-norm):
where f N1 and f N2 denote the frequencies of N1 and N2, respectively. The HRTFs with the smallest NFD were selected from the database as the best-matching HRTFs for the front direction when the estimated N1 and N2 frequencies for the front direction were substituted into Eqs. (4)-(6). The bestmatching HRTFs for the left and right ears were selected independently. Then, the HRTFs for the other directions in the upper median plane were provided by the donor, for which the HRTF for the front direction was selected as the best match.
The database consists of the HRTFs for 120 ears of Japanese adults, measured in seven directions in the upper median plane in steps of 30 and the N1, N2, and P1 frequencies for the front direction (see http://www.iida-lab.itchiba.ac.jp/e/). Among the 120 ears, the 54 listed in Table I were used in the multiple regression analysis. The other 66 ears are from another 33 (10 females and 23 males) Japanese adults. The HRTFs of these 66 ears were not used in the multiple regression analysis because the anthropometric parameters were not known.
B. Accuracy of the best-matching HRTF with respect to physical aspects
The best-matching HRTFs of the four subjects (OIS, TCY, CKT, and MTZ) for the front direction were selected based on the estimated N1 and N2 frequencies. Figure 5 shows the amplitude spectrum of the bestmatching HRTFs and the subjects' own HRTFs. Here, the frequencies of N1 and N2 of the best-matching HRTF (closed symbols) were similar to those of the subjects' own HRTFs (open symbols). Similar structural features were observed both in the best-matching HRTFs (broken lines) and in the subjects' own HRTFs (solid lines) for almost all of the ears. However, the spectrum of the best-matching HRTF of CKT's left ear was not similar to the subject's own HRTF. N1 and N2 of the best-matching HRTF are shallow and deep, respectively, compared with those of the subject's own HRTF. This is attributed to the notch level not being considered in the estimation method. Table VI shows the N1 and N2 frequencies of the bestmatching HRTFs and the subjects' own HRTFs for the front direction. The residual errors were superpositions of the errors due to the estimations of the N1 and N2 frequencies based on the anthropometry of each subject's pinnae and the errors due to the selection of the best-matching HRTFs from the database. The residual errors of N1 and N2 were less than the JND for all eight ears. Relatively large errors were observed in N1 of subject CKT's left ear (0.11 octaves), MTZ's left ear (0.10 octaves), and TCY's right ear (0.09 octaves). This tendency is the same as that shown in Table V . Figure 6 shows a scatterplot of the best-matching HRTFs and the subjects' own HRTFs on the N1-N2 plane. For each subject, the best-matching HRTF and the subject's own HRTF are located in close proximity to each other among the 120 widely scattered HRTFs, whereas relatively large distances were observed for the left ears of CKT and MTZ.
Next, the residual errors in the N1 and N2 frequencies between the best-matching HRTFs and the subjects' own HRTFs for each of the seven directions in the upper median plane were calculated (Table VII) . As shown in Table VI , the residual errors were within the JND for 0 . For the other six directions, the residual errors for most cases were also within the JND. However, for N1, residual errors greater than the JND were observed for 180
for the left ear of subject OIS (0.20 octaves), 150
for the right ear of OIS (0.16 octaves), and 120
for the right ear of CKT (À0.16 octaves).
Therefore, the best-matching HRTFs can be considered to have spectral features similar to those of each subject's own HRTFs for not only the front direction, but also most of the other directions in the upper median plane.
C. Accuracy of the best-matching HRTF with respect to perceptual aspect In order to examine the validity of the best-matching HRTFs, sound localization tests in the upper median plane were carried out. 1. Method of sound localization tests a. Sound localization tests using HRTFs. Four subjects (OIS, TCY, CKT, and MTZ) participated in the sound localization tests. The following two types of HRTFs were used: (1) each subject's own measured HRTFs and (2) each subject's best-matching HRTFs.
The localization tests were conducted in a quiet soundproof room. The working area of the room was 4.6 m wide, 5.8 m deep, and 2.8 m high. The background A-weighted sound pressure level (SPL) was 19.5 dB. A notebook computer (DELL XPS M1330), an audio interface (RME Fireface 400), an amplifier (Marantz PM4001), open-air headphones (AKG K1000), the ear microphones described in Sec. II B, and an A/D converter (Roland M-10MX) were used for the localization tests.
The subjects sat at the center of the soundproof room. The ear microphones were placed into the ear canals of the subject. The diaphragms of the microphones were located at the entrances of the ear canals in the same manner as in the HRTFs measurements described in Sec. II B. The subjects wore the open-air headphones, and the maximum length FIG. 5 . Amplitude spectrum of bestmatching HRTFs (broken line) and subjects' own HRTFs (solid line) for the front direction. ᭹, N1 (best-matching); ᭺, N1 (own); ᭡, N2 (best-matching); ᭝, N2 (own). Møller et al., 1995) ,
where M is the transfer function of the microphone, PTF is the electroacoustic transfer function of the headphones measured at the entrance of the blocked ear canal, Z ear canal and Z headphone denote the impedance of the ear canal and headphones, respectively, and Z radiation is the free-air radiation impedance seen from the ear canal. The second term of G is referred to as the pressure division ratio (PDR). They also showed that the PDR of the headphones (AKG K1000), which were used in the sound localization tests, can be regarded as unity. The ear microphones were then removed without displacing the headphones because the pinnae of the subject were not enclosed by the headphones. The stimuli P l,r (x) were delivered through the headphones as follows: The target vertical angles were seven directions, in steps of 30 , in the upper median plane. Stimuli were delivered at 63 dB SPL at the entrance of each ear (interaural level difference ¼ 0). The interaural time difference of the stimuli was also set to 0. The duration of the stimuli was 1.2 s, including the rise and fall times, each of which were 0.1 s. The mapping method was adopted as a response method in order to prevent the listener from estimating the target direction. A circle and an arrow, which indicated the median plane, were shown on the display of a laptop computer. The subject's task was to click on the perceived vertical angle on the circle on the computer display using a stylus pen. Each subject was also instructed to check the box on the display when he/she perceived a sound image inside his/her head.
The subject's own and best-matching HRTFs were tested separately. Møller et al. (1995) demonstrated that no significant difference was observed in localization performance for the same set of HRTFs between separate tests and mixed tests comparing the following two conditions: (1) the HRTF set of one subject was randomized, and (2) the HRTF sets of several subjects were randomized.
In a test trail, 35 stimuli (7 directions Â 5 times) were randomized and presented to a subject. The duration of one trial was approximately 7 min. Each subject carried out two trials using his/her own and best-matching HRTFs. Therefore, each subject responded to each stimulus 10 times. The localization tests were carried out using a double-blind method.
b. Sound localization tests using real sound sources. Sound localization tests in the upper median plane using real sound sources were carried out in advance of the tests using the HRTFs. The purpose of these tests was to confirm the subject's basic ability with regard to the upper median plane localization. The tests were carried out in an anechoic chamber. The source signal was a wide-band white noise from 200 Hz to 17 kHz. The stimuli were presented by one of the loudspeakers of 80 mm in diameter (FOSTEX FE83E) located in the upper median plane in 30 steps (seven directions) in random order. The distance from the loudspeakers to the center of the subject's head was 1.2 m. The one-third octave band levels of the loudspeakers were equalized in the range of 1 dB from the center frequency of 250 Hz to 16 kHz. The mapping method was adopted as a response method. The loudspeakers were not visible in the localization tests because the anechoic chamber was darkened except for a small light that was necessary in order to allow the subjects to draw the perceived vertical angle on the response sheet. Each subject responded the vertical angle for each stimulus 10 times.
Results of the localization tests a. Responses to real sound sources and
HRTFs. Figures 7-10 show the responses to the real sound sources, the subject's own HRTFs, and the subject's bestmatching HRTFs for the four subjects. The ordinate represents the perceived vertical angle, and the abscissa represents the target vertical angle. The diameter of each circle is proportional to the histograms of responses with a resolution of 5 . For subject OIS (Fig. 7) , the responses to the real sound sources (a) were distributed as an s-shaped curve centered over a diagonal line. As in the case of the real sound sources, the responses with the subject's own measured HRTFs (b) also produced an s-shaped curve. The latter, however, tended to shift slightly upward for the target vertical angles of 60 and 120
. For the best-matching HRTFs (c), the perceived vertical angles were approximately the same as those for the subject's own HRTFs at the target vertical angle of 0 , for which the N1 and N2 frequencies were estimated. The distribution of the responses was approximately the same as that of the subject's own HRTFs at the target vertical angles of 30 , 60 , and 180 . However, the responses tended to localize to between 120 and 150 for the target vertical angles of 90 and 120 , and upward for a target vertical angle of 150 . For subject TCY (Fig. 8) , the responses to the real sound sources (a) were distributed along a diagonal line, however, some of the responses tended to localize to the rear for the target vertical angles of 90 and 120 , and upward for a target vertical angle of 150
. For the subject's own measured HRTFs (b), most of the responses were distributed along a diagonal line, whereas the variances of the responses were larger than those of the real sound sources at the target vertical angles of 120 and 150 . For the best-matching HRTFs (c), the perceived vertical angles were approximately the same as those for the subject's own HRTFs at the target vertical angle of 0 , for which the N1 and N2 frequencies were estimated. The responses were distributed along a diagonal line at the target vertical angles of 30 , 60 , and 180 . For 90 , the variance of the responses for the best-matching HRTFs was larger than that for the subject's own HRTFs, but was approximately the same as that for the real sound source. For 120 , the variance was approximately the same as that for the subject's own HRTFs, however, the responses tended FIG. 7 . Responses of subject OIS to (a) the real sound sources, (b) the subject's own HRTFs, and (c) the best-matching HRTFs. The ordinate represents the perceived vertical angle, and the abscissa represents the target vertical angle. The diameter of each circle is proportional to the histograms of responses with a resolution of 5 .
to shift forward. For 150 , the variance of the responses was smaller than that for the subject's own HRTFs.
The responses of subject CKT (Fig. 9) to the real sound sources (a) were distributed along a diagonal line. However, in one instance she localized upward for the target vertical angle of 0 . For the subject's own measured HRTFs (b), most of the responses were distributed along a diagonal line, whereas the variance of the responses was larger than that for the real sound sources at the target vertical angle of 150
. For the bestmatching HRTFs (c), the perceived vertical angles were approximately the same as those for the subject's own HRTFs at the target vertical angle of 0 , for which the N1 and N2 frequencies were estimated. The distribution of the responses was approximately the same as that of the subject's own HRTFs at target vertical angles of 150 and 180 . For a target angle of 30 , the responses tended to shift upward. At the other three target vertical angles (60 , 90 , and 120 ) , the variances of the responses were larger than those of the subject's own HRTFs.
For subject MTZ (Fig. 10) , the responses to the real sound sources (a) were distributed as an s-shaped curve centered over a diagonal line. The responses with the subject's own measured HRTFs (b) also produced an s-shaped curve, as did the real sound sources. The latter, however, tended to shift slightly rearward for the target vertical angles of 90 and 120
. For the best-matching HRTFs (c), the perceived vertical angles were approximately the same as those for the subject's own HRTFs at the target vertical angle of 0 , for which the N1 and N2 frequencies were estimated. The distribution of the responses was approximately the same as that for the subject's own HRTFs at the target vertical angles of 60 , 120 , 150 , and 180 . However, the variances of the responses were larger than those of the subject's own HRTFs at target vertical angles of 30 and 90 .
b. Mean localization error. The mean localization errors for each subject, HRTF, and target vertical angle were calculated (Table VIII) . The localization error is defined as the absolute difference between the perceived and target vertical angles averaged over the number of repetitions. Regardless of the HRTFs, the mean localization error tended to be small for the directions near the horizontal plane (0 and 180 ) and large for the elevated directions, as reported by Carlile et al. (1997) and Majdak et al. (2010) .
For subject OIS, the mean localization error of the bestmatching HRTF for target vertical angles of 0 and 180 were 5.2 and 3.4 , respectively. These values are comparable to those of the subject's own HRTFs. However, the error for the target vertical angle of 150 was 47.3 , which is approximately three times that of the subject's own HRTFs. This might be caused by the large difference in the N1 frequency of the right ear (0.16 octaves) and the left ear (0.13 octaves), as shown in Table VII . Another large difference in the N1 frequency of the left ear (0.20 octaves) for 180 is shown in Table VII . However, the N1 and N2 frequencies of the best-matching HRTFs of the right ear were exactly same as the subject's own HRTFs. This may explain why the mean localization error was small (3.4 ) for 180 . For subject TCY, the mean localization error of the best-matching HRTF for the target vertical angles of 0 and 180 were 0.3 and 2.4 , respectively. These values are comparable to those of the subject's own HRTFs. The mean localization errors of the best-matching HRTFs for the other five directions were also comparable to or smaller than those of the subject's own HRTFs. For subject CKT, the mean localization error of the best-matching HRTF for the target vertical angles of 0 and 180 were 2.1 and 3.5 , respectively. These values are comparable to those for the subject's own HRTFs. However, the error for the target vertical angle of 30 was 29.2 , which is approximately twice the error of the subject's own HRTFs. This might be caused by the large difference in the N1 frequency of the left ear (0.13 octaves), as shown in Table VII . The error for the target vertical angle of 120 was 31.9 . This is also approximately twice the error of the subject's own HRTFs. This might be caused by the large difference in the N1 frequency of the right ear (À0.16 octaves).
For subject MTZ, the mean localization error of the bestmatching HRTF for the target vertical angles of 0 and 180 were 3.3 and 0.5 , respectively. These values are comparable to those for the subject's own HRTFs. The mean localization errors of the best-matching HRTFs for the other five directions were comparable to or smaller than those of the subject's own HRTFs, except for a target vertical angle of 30 .
c. Ratio of front-back confusion. Table IX shows the ratio of front-back confusion for each subject, HRTF, and target vertical angle. The ratio of front-back confusion is defined as the ratio of the responses for which the subjects localized a sound image in the quadrant opposite that of the target direction in the upper median plane.
For all four subjects, the ratio of front-back confusion of the best-matching HRTFs for target vertical angles of 0 and 180 were 0%. These values are same to those for the subject's own HRTFs. The ratio of front-back confusion of the best-matching HRTFs for the other five directions were comparable to those for the subject's own HRTFs. However, the ratios of best-matching HRTFs were higher for 150 for OIS, 60
for CKT, and 120 for MTZ. Chi-square tests were then performed to clarify whether the differences in the ratio of front-back confusion averaged over seven target directions between the real sound source, the subject's own HRTF, and the subject's best-matching HRTF are statistically significant. Table X shows that all of the p-values were larger than 0.05. Namely, no statistically significant differences in the ratio of front-back confusion appeared between the real sound source, the subject's own HRTF, and the subject's best-matching HRTF.
d. Ratio of inside-of-head localization. All four of the subjects reported never to have perceived a sound image inside their heads for either the subject's own HRTFs or the subject's best-matching HRTFs. HRTFs provided approximately the same performance for the perception of the vertical angle as the subject's own HRTFs for the target vertical angle of 0 , for which the N1 and N2 frequencies were estimated. For the target vertical angle of 180 , the best-matching HRTFs provided approximately the same performance of vertical perception as for the target vertical angle of 0 . For the upper target directions, however, the performance of the localization for some of the subjects decreased as compared with the subject's own HRTFs.
D. Comparison of localization accuracy between best-matching HRTFs and non-individualized HRTFs
In order to verify the improvement in localization accuracy by the proposed method for the personalization of HRTFs, sound localization tests in the upper median plane using non-individualized HRTFs were carried out.
The HRTFs of subjects TCY and OIS were chosen as the non-individualized HRTFs. The other three persons participated in the tests as subjects for each non-individualized HRTF. The test method was the same as that described in Sec. V C 1 a. Figures 11 and 12 show the responses of three subjects to the HRTFs of OIS and TCY, respectively. . For a target vertical angle of 180 , the responses were widely distributed between 0 and 180 . Table XI shows the mean localization errors for the HRTFs of subjects OIS and TCY and those for the subjects' best-matching HRTFs transcribed from Table VIII, and  Table XII shows the ratios of front-back confusion for the HRTFs of subjects OIS and TCY and those for the subjects' best-matching HRTFs transcribed from Table IX . For subject OIS, the mean localization errors for the HRTFs of subject TCY were larger than those for the bestmatching HRTFs for target vertical angles of 0 . This was due to a front-back confusion. For 120 and 180 , the errors for the HRTFs of subject TCY were comparable to those for the best-matching HRTFs. For 30 , 60 , 90 , and 150 , the errors for the HRTFs of subject TCY were smaller than those for the best-matching HRTFs. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , the HRTFs of subject TCY provided approximately the same localization performance for subject OIS as the bestmatching HRTFs of subject OIS.
For subject TCY, the mean localization errors for the HRTFs of subject OIS were larger than those for the bestmatching HRTFs for target vertical angles of 30 , 60 , 90 , and 150 . For the other target vertical angles, however, the errors for the HRTFs of subject OIS were comparable to those for the best-matching HRTFs.
For subject CKT, the mean localization errors for the HRTFs of subject OIS were larger than those for the bestmatching HRTFs for target vertical angles of 0 , 90 , and 150
. The large error for 0 was due to the high ratio of front-back confusion (50%), as shown in Table XII. For 30 , however, the error for the HRTFs of subject OIS was smaller than that of the best-matching HRTFs. The mean localization errors for the HRTFs of subject TCY were larger than those for the best-matching HRTFs for target angles of 0 , 120 , and 150 . These large errors were also due to high ratios of front-back confusion (100%, 100%, and 90%, respectively). For 30 , 60 , and 90 , however, the errors for the HRTFs of subject OIS were smaller than those for the best-matching HRTFs.
For subject MTZ, all of the mean localization errors for the HRTFs of subjects OIS and TCY were larger than those for the best-matching HRTFs, except for a target angle of 90 for the HRTFs of subject TCY. The large errors for the HRTFs of both subjects OIS and TCY for 0 and 180 were due to high ratios of front-back confusion [OIS: 60% (0 ) and 50% (180 ), TCY: 100% (0 ) and 50% (180 )]. The values of the mean localization errors averaged over seven target directions for the HRTFs of other subjects were larger than the subject's best-matching HRTFs, except for subject OIS. Moreover, for all subjects, the values of the ratios of front-back confusion averaged over seven target directions for the HRTFs of other subjects were larger than those for the subject's best-matching HRTFs. Chi-square tests were then performed in order to clarify whether the differences in the ratio of front-back confusion averaged over seven target directions between the subject's best-matching HRTFs and the HRTFs of other subjects are statistically significant. Table XIII shows the results of the tests. The ratios of front-back confusion of the bestmatching HRTFs were significantly (p < 0.05) smaller than those of the other's HRTFs for all combinations of the subject's best-matching HRTFs and the HRTFs of other subjects, except for the combination of the best-matching HRTFs of subject OIS and the HRTFs of subject TCY. All the subjects reported never to have perceived a sound image inside their heads for the HRTFs of other subjects. Subject CKT, however, reported the distance of the sound image to be very near, only just outside of her head, for other subjects' HRTFs.
The above-mentioned results indicate that the bestmatching HRTFs provide a substantial improvement compared to non-individualized HRTFs in performance with regard to vertical perception.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison with the previous HRTF personalization method
In the proposed method, six anthropometric parameters of the listener's actual pinnae are measured. The N1 and N2 frequencies are then estimated using the multiple regression equation, and the best-matching HRTFs are selected from the database.
Here, we compare the proposed method with previous methods with respect to the duration of the procedure. For the proposed method, all of the personalization processes require only 3 min to perform. This is remarkably faster than previous methods. Middlebrooks et al. (2000) reported that finding a listener's preferred scale factor required one to three 20-min blocks of listening tests. Seeber and Fastl (2003) proposed a two-step selection procedure to find the appropriate HRTFs from the non-individualized HRTFs. They reported their method took approximately 10 min. Iwaya (2006) claimed that selecting the most appropriate HRTF set among 32 sets of HRTFs in tournament-style listening tests required approximately 15 min.
The proposed method requires neither trained personnel nor special equipment. Using Fig. 3 as a reference, any untrained individual can measure the anthropometric parameters of a listener.
B. Expansion to an arbitrary direction in threedimensional space
In the present study, we proposed a method by which to provide the personalized HRTFs for the front direction. The HRTFs for the other directions in the upper median plane were then provided by a donor, for which the HRTF for the front direction was selected as the best match.
Furthermore, we attempted to control the sound image to an arbitrary direction in three-dimensional space. Morimoto and Aokata (1984) showed that a listener perceives the lateral and vertical angles of a sound image independently and that a listener uses the interaural difference cues to perceive the lateral angle and the spectral cues to perceive the vertical angle. Furthermore, Morimoto et al. (2003) demonstrated that sound image control for an arbitrary direction in three-dimensional space can be accomplished by reproducing the HRTFs in the median plane combined with the interaural time difference. These results infer the feasibility of sound image control for an arbitrary direction in three-dimensional space by combining the bestmatching HRTFs in the median plane with the interaural time difference. This remains as an area for future research.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In order to accomplish accurate sound image control, we herein proposed a method for estimating the frequencies of N1 and N2 in the HRTF, which play an important role in vertical localization, for an individual listener based on the anthropometry of the listener's pinna. A method was also proposed for selecting the best-matching HRTFs, for which N1 and N2 are closest to the estimates, from a database. The validity of these methods was examined based on both physical and perceptual aspects. The conclusions are as follows:
(1) The N1, N2, and P1 frequencies of 54 ears of Japanese adults were extracted for the front direction. The individual differences were 0.74, 0.71, and 0.31 octaves, respectively. (2) Multiple regression analyses were carried out using 54 ears as objective variables of the listener's N1 and N2 frequencies for the front direction and as explanatory variables of the six anthropometric parameters of the listener's pinna. The multiple correlation coefficients for N1 and N2 were 0.81 and 0.82, respectively. (3) For four naive subjects, the N1 and N2 frequencies for the front direction were estimated based on the six anthropometric parameters. The residual errors of N1 and N2 were less than the JND for all eight ears. (4) Localization tests in the upper median plane were carried out for the four subjects. The results indicate that the best-matching HRTFs provided approximately the same performance with respect to the perception of vertical angle as the subjects' own HRTFs for the target vertical angle of 0 (front), for which the N1 and N2 frequencies were estimated. (5) For 180 (rear), the best-matching HRTFs provided approximately the same performance as for the target vertical angle of 0 . (6) For the other five upper target directions, the performance of the localization for some of the subjects decreased as compared with the subject's own HRTFs.
(7) All of the personalization processes require only three minutes to perform. This is remarkably faster than previous methods. Neither trained personnel nor special equipment is required for the measurement of anthropometric parameters.
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APPENDIX
The JNDs of the P1 frequency with regard to vertical angle perception were measured through listening tests (Nishioka et al., 2013) . The tests were carried out by the constant method in the same room using the same apparatus, as described in Sec. V C 1 a. The reference HRTFs were simplified HRTFs, which are composed of N1, N2, and P1 extracted from the subject's own HRTF for the front direction (vertical angle: 0 ). The comparison HRTFs were the simplified HRTFs, the P1 frequency of which was shifted by 60.05, 60.1, 60.2, and 60.5 octaves. The source signal was a wide-band Gaussian white noise from 200 Hz to 17 kHz. The reference stimulus and one of the comparison stimuli were presented to a subject as a pair. Each stimulus was presented for 1.2 s, and the interval between the reference and the comparison stimulus was 0.5 s. The subject's task was to indicate whether the perceived vertical angles of the two stimuli were the same. Eight kinds of comparison stimuli were presented in random order. The subjects responded ten times for each pair. The subjects were four males, 23 to 26 yr of age.
The JNDs of the lower and the upper side were obtained as follows. The probability that the perceived vertical angles of the paired stimuli were not the same was calculated for each comparison stimulus using the responses of all of the subjects. The linear regression line was then obtained by z-transformation. The correlation coefficients for the lower and upper sides were 0.94 and 0.85, respectively. The JNDs were obtained as the frequency shift, at which the probability is 50% (z ¼ 0). The JNDs for the lower and upper sides were 0.47 and 0.35 octaves, respectively.
The results indicate that the JNDs of the P1 frequencies are larger than the range of individual difference in P1 frequency (0.31 octaves). 
